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Where is the Poultry Industry in this process:



Frankly, after studying EPA TMDL WIP proposals for two years, the Poultry Industry is
still confused on how EPA expects to reach their objective of Bay Restoration.



If implemented as defined by EPA, using their Computer Model, Delmarva Peninsula will
fail the December 31, 2011 TMDL process. We have deemed the methodology
unachievable.



The Poultry Industry strategy has been to try to understand the complicated TMDL
process, developed by EPA and define what BMPs that may be incorporated into the
process.



At least 27 Maryland BMPs have been identified that may help reduce nutrient loading of
the Bay. Only 5/27 have been “accepted” by EPA through it‟s rigorous process.



Defining economic impact, competitive position alterations, and business sustainability
has had little impact with EPA and our politicians in Washington.

Bay Restoration Progress
for each Pollution Sector

Source: EPA-Chesapeake Bay Program- 2007
www.chesapeakebay.net/status_restoration.aspx
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CREATION OF AN ILLUSION of public opinion
(Dramatized & Perpetuated by EPA)

Intensive farming practices, in the PRESS,
= AGRICULTURE in general
= Chicken farming (on Eastern Shore)
= Manure piles that covers the entire earth
= “Agriculture Pollution ”
= Demonization of one segment of Agriculture (i.e., poultry industry)
= Entire Bay pollution problem

Therefore, EPA and public conclusion is :

“We all will die.”
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Reason for EPA urgency for Bay Restoration



In 1998, major portions of Chesapeake Bay were identified as not meeting water quality
standards and listed as impaired, even after spending $6 billion over 25 years.



PROBLEM MODEL: Water Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P) and Sediments and Pollution
Sectors were named as creators of “dead zones” caused by algae growth that reduces
dissolved oxygen levels.
May 2009 President Obama declared, “The Chesapeake Bay a „National Treasure‟ and
ushered in a new era of federal leadership, action and accountability.” Consequently,
EPA has been empowered to develop programs that assure accountability.



Source: President Executive Order 13508- Chesapeake Bay Protection and Restoration. May 15, 2009.



The Bay has recently improved to a Bay Barometer Grade of C, up from D in 1998. This
seems to be disappointing to Environmental Groups and EPA, especially since EPA‟s
environmental corrective action has NOT begun.



To date, no magic bullets have been found; therefore, EPA believes that a broadapproach is essential, regardless of cost.



EPA‟s approach is to equally reduce N and P in all areas rather than the most likely “hotspots” causes of Chesapeake Bay pollution.
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Public/private agencies that will carry out Bay Restoration



Federal: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Department of Interior
USDA
Federal politicians

Regulatory Assurance/policing
Public perception
Development of BMPs for TMDL
Fund & codify TMDL programs



State:

Will assure access to local land/farms
Manage local State TMDLs
Fund & codify TMDL programs



USDA/NRCS: Specific “friendly” assistance in cost-sharing (EQIP) farming/chicken grower
BMPs programs.



Public:



Specific Businesses (SECTORS that are actually expected to reduce TMDL nutrient loads):
Animal/Poultry industry
Farming/crop industry
Local stormwater runoff & sewer programs
Urban dwellers (sewer systems)

Departments of Environment (6 states & DC)
Departments of Agriculture (6 states & DC)
State & local politicians

Assure that Bay Restoration is the “ very top priority” and the Bay is a “national
treasure”, regardless of economical cost to local businesses.

Urban/Suburban

Agriculture
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Chesapeake Bay Watershed Area
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Bay Health Index (2009)
Upper Bay
(Susquehanna River)

Overall
Bay

Upper Eastern
Shore

Upper Western
Shore
Patapsco
(Baltimore Harbor)
Lower Western
Shore (MD)

Mid Bay

Patuxent
Chop tank
River

Potomac
River

Lower Eastern
Shore
(Wicomico & Tangier)
Rappahannock
River
York River

Lower
Bay

James
River

NOTE: Susquehanna River, Potomac River, and
James River COMBINED contribute 95% N and
87% P in the entire estuary watershed.

Bay Health Index Score Calculations:
Chlorophyll a:
2.8 to 20.9 μg L-¹
Dissolved oxygen: 1.0 to 5.0 mg L-¹
Water clarity:
0.65 to 2.0 m Secchi depth
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Major Sources for Bay Pollution
Pennsylvania/New York
Susquehanna River
(50+% of nitrogen 50%
of the stream flow
into the Bay)
Wilmington &
Delaware Bay
(NOT in Chesapeake Bay Watershed)

Baltimore &
Baltimore
Harbor
Chestertown
Washington DC
& MD/VA suburbs
(3% of the nitrogen)

Annapolis

Easton/ Denton/ St. Michaels
Large Suburbs & chicken population
(<1% of the stream flow)

Heavy
River
Suburb

Chicken population

Concentrated
chicken
population

(represents 7%
of the problem)

Military &
Quantico, VA
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Farming Sources for Potential Bay Pollution
Pennsylvania/New York
Susquehanna River
(50+% of nitrogen 50%
of the stream flow
into the Bay)

Chop Tank River
Large Suburbs & chicken population
(<1% of the stream flow)

Chicken population

Concentrated
chicken
population

(represents 7%
of the problem)
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Bay Contribution by River
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Scientific/”Trouble-shooting “ approach
vs. EPA-approach Strategy:
Scientific/”Trouble-shooting “ approach:

EPA-approach :

Define a significant PROBLEM.

Defined a significant PROBLEM.

Define a most likely and least likely causes and then
prioritize the causes.

Defined the most cost-effective/quickest means of
reducing Bay Pollution (i.e., poultry industry).

Conduct a literature review and counsel with
“experts in the area”.
Develop protocols and strategy for attacking
the MOST LIKELY causes.
The Scientist might even develop a
“Computer Model” to test a Null Hypothesis.
Only after completing sound research, the Null
Hypothesis and Computer Model are either
confirmed or rejected. Only then are
recommendations provided to the business
community.

Then convinced the public that this devil poultry
industry/manure is the sole cause of their problem.
Employed Department of Interior to assist in
developing and altering public opinion.
Aligned with environmental groups and politicians
that will “carry-your-water” for you.
Developed a plan (called TMDL and WIP, with “cute
names”) that will convince the public that EPA
actually has DATA. Reality is that EPA only has a very
flawed Computer Model with incomplete data entries.
Through threats and intimidation (and codification of
regulations by environmentally-friendly
Congressmen), EPA expects to nationalize “clean
water” regulations.
Following these events, EPA expects to become the
most powerful/largest US Federal Agency.
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SECTOR Sources of Nitrogen to the Bay
Developed LandsChemical Fertilizer
(10%)

Septic Tanks
(4%)

AgricultureChemical Fertilizer
(15%)

Municipal &
Industrial
Wastewater
(19%)

AgricultureManure
(17%)

Maryland contributes
7% of this.

Atmospheric
Deposition to
Tidal Waters
(7%)
Atmospheric
Deposition –
Natural
(1%)

Agriculture
Atmospheric
Deposition
(6%)
Atmospheric
Deposition –
Mobile, Utilities
& Industries
(19%)
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Land Use Conversion Results
Percentage increase or decrease in loading per acre of land converted:
original land-use to urban.
Original
Land Use

Nitrogen
(lbs/ac/yr)

Phosphorus
(lbs/ac/yr)

Sediment
(lbs/ac/yr)

Agriculture
Forest

231%
28,271%

177%
10,534%

-23%
486%

CONCLUSION:

Both the loss of farmland and forest, PLUS the sprawling growth, are unsustainable for the BAY.
It’s a DOUBLE WHAMMY!!!


These data relationships are very important for making the argument for Agriculture SURVIVAL.
The alternative is devastating to the Bay.



Urban/suburban planning should be top priority.



Over-regulation will significantly reduce/eliminate Agriculture land.



The Delmarva chicken industry can only solve a pollution problem in their backyard, NOT for the
entire Bay.
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Environmental Groups Campaign
Positive Growth Alliance Newsletter in
Delaware stated:
(September 28, 2010)

“Frankly, it seems as though the leadership
of EPA is now firmly in the hands of folks
who have no respect for entrepreneurs or
job-creators. They don't seem to have any
concern for the amount of economic stress
all of us are in.“
The author goes on to state that Delaware

Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control is having a difficult
time asking the EPA hard questions about
just how far their authority extends

“Will” C. Baker, President and CEO of Chesapeake Bay Foundation (or CBF)
announced July 21, 2010 that recent EPA data indicates:
(a) 60% improvement of dissolved oxygen,
(b) 70% increase in the bay‟s adult crab population, and
(c) 5 of 16 grass species have completely reconstituted themselves,
especially in the upper and lower Bay areas,
CBF CONCLUSION:
All these factors brings these values back to a 25 yr history.
(50 yr history is the goal).
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What EPA has NOT done:



Consulted with Poultry Scientists, Poultry Technical Professionals, and Poultry Growers .



Taken a scientific approach to TMDL and WIP implementation.



Converted from pollution SECTOR , identified by a Computer Model, to real-time numbers.



Approved State/DC WIPs , other than MD.



EPA has NOT “approved” significant numbers of agriculture BMPs and has closed-the-door on
additional BMPs being approved during WIP (Phase I), since they DO NOT have time to consider
them.



LARGEST FLAW: Recognized that chicken manure, chemical fertilizer and human biosolids are ALL
nutrient sources for land application.



MOST IMPORTANTLY, to date, EPA has NOT defined Bay Restoration COST.
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EPA Overall Bay Restoration Strategy
(due 2017)
WIP (Phase II & III)
2017-2025



EPA reserves the right to completely
manage TMDL process over StatesRights.



Demand additional regulatory
demands, especially in Agriculture.



EPA will then demand States/DC
work for EPA (on public funding).



EPA can then pick-and-choice
winners/losers, by Sector & area of
country.



“Consequences” will include
withholding all Federal funds.

WIP (Phase I)

Only Maryland has completed.
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On Delmarva, chicken production will look different in 5-10 years.
Reasons:


Public‟s concern over manure land application



Manure land application will be severely curtailed (and/or eliminated).



EPAs TMDL demands will increase



FDA & John Hopkins concerns over antibiotics and arsenic



Ammonia air emissions standards will increase, especially in WIP (Phase II & III).



Increased energy savings & use of renewable energy demands.

How will we get there?


Animal-rearing housing will be developed that will reduce/eliminate litter
ammonia emissions, reduce litter moisture, manure quality will be improved, and
create a better working environment.



More manure composting, transport to other areas (although this is only shortlived), or manure burning.



Biosolid usage on chicken farmer land will be BANDED.



Crop yield will be reduced when chicken manure is used.



Ultimately, chicken production MAY be eliminated on DMV.
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SUMMARY


Bay Restoration is an important economic necessity for the Chesapeake Bay
Watershed states, Washington DC, and residents.



The agriculture community hopes that this important goal is achieved fairly across
all potential Pollution Sectors and across all states within the Bay Watershed.



Emotionally demonizing one industry just because it is more “ cost-effective”
stands the risk of closing a complete industry and/or rendering it non-competitive
both within the US and internationally.



Only a SCIENCE-BASED, non-emotional approach will completely restore our Bay
without severe long term damage to local economies.
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Thank You !
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